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Cave painting from Lascaux, c. 15,000-
10,000 B.C. Random placement and shift-
ing scale signify prehistoric people’s lack of 
structure and sequence in recording their 
experiences.



Early Sumerian pictographic tablet, c. 
3100 B.C. This archaic pictographic script 
contained the seeds for the development of 
writing. Information is structured into grid 
zones by horizontal and vertical division.



This clay tablet demonstrates how the 
Sumerian symbols for “star,” “head,” and 
“water” evolved from early pictographs. The 
latter were turned on their side by 2800 B.C. 
and evolved into the early cuneiform writing 
by 2500 B.C.



Cuneiform writing in which a triangular-
tipped stylus is pushed into the clay instead 
of being dragged through it.



The Blau Monument, early Sumerian. 
Etched writing and carved relief figures are 
combined on this early shale artifact.



Stele bearing the Code of Hammurabi, which 
was initially written between 1792 and 1750 
B.C.



The Rosetta Stone, c. 197-196 B.C. From 
top-to-bottom, the concurrent hieroglyphic, 
demotic, and Greek inscriptions provided the 
key to the secrets of ancient Egypt.



Detail from the Papyrus of Hunefer, c. 1370 
B.C. Hunefer and his wife are worshipping 
the gods of Amenta. The sun god Ra bears an 
ankh symbol on his knee, and Thoth holds the 
udjat, the magical protective “sound eye” of 
Horus.



Vignette from the Papyrus of Ani, c. 1420 
B.C. Ani, a royal scribe, temple accountant, 
and granary manager from Thebes, and his 
wife, Thuthu, arrive for his final judgment.



This diagram displays several evolutionary 
steps of Western alphabets.  
The controversial theory linking early 
Cretan pictographs to alphabets is based on 
similarities in their appearance.



This excellent example of the Greek alphabet 
shows the symmetrical form and even 
visual rhythm that evolved. These qualities 
made the Greek alphabet the prototype for 
subsequent developments.



Kufic characters are bold, elongated, and 
angular; their aesthetic properties being 
widely admired.



This manuscript is written in the cursive 
Naskhi style of Arabic calligraphy.



The Chinese writing system is a purely 
visual language. It is not alphabetical, and 
every symbol is composed of a number of 
differently shaped lines within an imaginary 
square.



Natural fibers are soaked in a vat of water 
and beaten into a pulp. A screen-bottomed, 
framelike mold is dipped into the pulp 
solution, taking just enough onto the mold for 
the sheet of paper.



Chinese woodblock print, c. A.D. 950. 
A prayer text is placed below an illustration 
of Manjusri, the Buddhist personification of 
supreme wisdom, riding a lion.



Chinese playing cards, undated. Many of the 
design conventions used here–numerical 
sequences of images signifying the suits and 
the depiction of royalty–survive in playing 
cards to this day.



Woodblock image of a revolving typecase, c. 
A.D. 1313. This quaintly stylized illustration 
shows the revolving case designed to make 
typesetting more efficient.



Jack of Diamonds, woodblock playing card, c. 
1400. The flat, stylized design conventions of 
playing cards have changed little in over five 
hundred years.



Pages from the Ars Moriendi. A montage 
juxtaposes the deathbed scene with the 
subject’s estate. One demon urges, “Provide 
for your friends,” while the other advises, 
“Attend to your treasures.”



The book of Durrow, opening page the 
Gospel of Saint Mark, 680 A.D. Linked into 
a ligature, and I and N become an aesthetic 
form of interlaced threads and coiling spiral 
motifs.



The Lindisfarne Gospels, carpet page facing 
the opening of Saint Matthew, 698 A.D. 



The Book of Kells, the Chi-Rho page 794–806 
A.D.



The Book of Kells, text page with ornamental 
initials, 794–806 A.D.



Caroline minuscules from the ninth century 
A.D.



These early-nineteenth-century engravings 
illustrate Gutenberg’s system for casting 
type.



Johann Gutenberg, pages from the 42-Line 
Bible, 1450-55. The superb typographic 
legibility and texture, generous margins, and 
excellent presswork make this first printed 
book a canon of quality that has seldom been 
surpassed. An illuminator added the red and 
blue headers, initials, and text by hand.



Johann Gutenberg, pages from the 42-Line 
Bible, 1450-55. 



A reproduction of Gutenberg’s press.



Johann Fust







Attributed to Nicolas Jenson, mark for the 
Society of Venetian Printers, 1481. One of 
man’s oldest symbols, the orb-and-cross 
motif is found in a chamber of Cheops’s 
pyramid at Giza, where it was hewn into 
stone as a quarry mark.



Nicolas Jenson, typography from Eusebius’s 
De Praeparatione Evangelica, 1470. A new 
standard of excellence was established with 
wider letterforms, lighter tone, and a more 
even texture of black strokes on the white 
ground.



Erhard Ratdolt, Peter Loeslein, and Bernhard 
Maier, title page for Calendarium, by 
Regiomontanus, 1476. The title and author 
are identified in verse describing the book. 
The date and printers’ names in Latin appear 
below.



Erhard Ratdolt, Peter Loeslein, and 
Bernhard Maier, pages from Calendarium, 
by Regiomontanus, 1476. The two top circles 
are printed on heavy paper, cut out, and 
mounted over the larger woodcut with tape 
and a string.



Erhard Ratdolt, Peter Loeslein, and Bernhard 
Maier, title page for Euclid’s Geometriae 
Elementa, 1482. A dazzling white-on-black 
design brackets the text, and incredibly fine 
line diagrams in the wide margin visually 
define Euclid’s terms.



Aldus Mautius, from Pietro Bembo’s De 
Aetna, 1495—96. As the model for Garamond 
in the sixteenth century, this typeface 
became the prototype for two centuries of 
European typographic design.



Aldus Manutius, printer’s trademark, c. 1500. 
The swiftest of sea creatures combines with 
an anchor to signify the epigram, “Make 
haste slowly.”



Geoffroy Tory, pages from the manuscript 
book Les heures de Jean Lallemant, 1506. 
The armorial frontispiece and forty vignettes 
have orderly rows of the Latin alphabet’s 
twenty?three letterforms over a blue field 
with red and white stripes.



Geoffroy Tory, pot cassé emblem, 1524. 
Later, Tory explained that the broken jar 
symbolized one’s body, the toret or auger 
symbolized fate, and the book held shut by 
three padlocked chains signified the book of 
a life after it is shut by death.



Geoffroy Tory, capital from a series of criblé 
initials, c. 1526. Engraved for Robert Estienne, 
this alphabet of roman capitals brought 
elegance and “color” to the pages of books 
printed at Estienne’s press.



Claude Garamond, the great French type-
founder of the sixteenth century, immortal-
ized here by the Fonderie Typographique 
Française around 1920.



Giovanni and Alberto Alvise, title page 
from Ars Moriendi, 1478. The vocabulary of 
graphic design possibilities was expanded by 
the design and casting of metal decorative 
ornaments that could be composed as part of 
the page along with type.



Christophe Plantin, title page for Centvm 
fabvlae ex antiqvis (A Hundred Old Stories), 
by Gabriello Faerno, 1567. Dignified and 
architectural, this title page is typical of the 
Plantin house style.



Trajan’s Column



The controlled brush drawing of the forms on 
the stone combines with the precision of the 
stonemason’s craft to create letterforms of 
majestic proportion and harmonious form.



Louis Simonneau, master alphabets for the 
Romain du Roi, 1695. These copperplate 
engravings were intended to establish 
graphic standards for the new alphabet.



A closer look at the construction of the 
Romain du Roi.



Pierre Simon Fournier le Jeune, specimen 
page of decorative types, 1768. Within each 
of Fournier’s ornamental display letterforms 
is the structure of a well-proportioned roman 
letter.



George Bickham’s Universal Penman.



William Caslon



William Caslon, specimens of Caslon 
roman and italic, 1743. The straightforward 
practicality of Caslon’s designs made them 
the dominant roman style throughout the 
British Empire far into the 19th century.



John Baskerville



Baskerville, title page for Vergil’s Bucolica, 
Georgica, et Aeneis (Pastorials, Farming, and 
Aeneis), 1757. Baskerville reduced the design 
to letterforms symmetrically arranged and 
letterspaced.



Giambattista Bodoni, title page from Saggio 
tipografico (Typographic Essay), 1771. The 
tremendous influence of Fournier le Jeune 
upon Bodoni’s earlier work is evident in this 
page design.



Designed at the Didot foundry, the typeface 
used in this announcement for a forthcoming 
romantic novel is a very early presentation of 
a true modern-style letterform.



Robert Besley (designer, with Thorowgood), 
specimen of an early Clarendon, 1845. 
Clarendon styles were wildly popular after 
their introduction. When the 3 year patent 
expired, numerous imitations were issued by 
other founders.



Vincent Figgins, five lines pica, In Shade, 1815. 
The first three-dimensional or perspective 
fonts were fat faces. 



William Caslon IV, two-line English Egyptian, 
1816. This specimen quietly introduced what 
was to become a major resource for graphic 
design.



Vincent Figgins, two-line Great Primer Sans-
serif, 1832. Both the name and wide use of 
sans-serif typography were launched by 
awkward black display fonts in Figgins’s 1832 
Specimens of Printing Types.



This engraved illustration depicts the printing 
press of all-iron parts invented in England by 
Charles, third Earl of Stanhope.



The first steam-powered cylinder press, 
1814. Koenig’s invention caused the speed of 
printing to skyrocket, while its price dropped 
considerably.



The Model 5 Linotype became the workhorse 
of typesetting, with keyboards and matrixes 
available in over a thousand languages.



William Morris



Selwyn Image, title page to The Century 
Guild Hobby Horse, 1884. Packing it with 
detail, Image designed a “page within a page” 
that reflects the medieval preoccupation of 
the Arts and Crafts movement.



Selwyn Image, woodcut from The Hobby 
Horse, 1886. The potential of shape and 
pattern as visual means to express thought 
and feeling is realized in this graphic elegy for 
illustrator/engraver Arthur Burgess.



William Morris, Golden typeface, 1888-
90. This font inspired renewed interest in 
Venetian and Old Style typography.



William Morris, trademark for the Kelmscott 
Press, 1892.



William Morris (designer) and Walter Crane 
(illustrator), title-page spread for The Story 
of the Glittering Plain, 1894. Operating 
on his compulsion to ornament the total 
space, Morris created a luminous range of 
contrasting values.



Eric Gill



Eric Gill, page from The Four Gospels, 1931. 
Descending type sizes, all capitals on opening 
lines, unjustified right margins, and initial 
capitals integrated with illustrations are 
forged into a unified whole.



Designed in 1927-1930 the extensive range of 
sizes and weights provided vigorous contrasts 
for printers and designers who adopted the 
new typography.



Herbert Bayer, universal alphabet, 1925. This 
experiment in reducing the alphabet to one 
set of geometrically constructed characters 
maximizes differences between letters for 
greater legibility.



Jan Tschihold, brochure for his book Die neue 
Typographie, 1928. This brochure functions 
as a remarkable didactic example of the 
principles Tschihold was advocating.



Stanley Morison (typographic advisor), 
the London Times. Even the 120-year old 
masthead fell victim to the redesign that 
introduced Times New Roman.



Adrian Frutiger, schematic diagram of the 
twenty-one Univers fonts, 1954. Frutiger 
systematically altered the forms of fonts 
located on the chart above, below, and to the 
left and right of Univers 55.



Composition with the letter u. All twenty-one 
variations of Univers can be used together to 
achieve dynamic contrasts of weight, tone, 
width, and direction.



Edouard Hoffman and Max Miedinger, 
Helvetica typeface, 1961. The basic version 
of Helvetica was released by the Stempel 
foundry in 1961.



Frederic W. Goudy



Frederic W. Goudy, booklet cover, 1911. The 
ideals of the Arts and Crafts movement were 
actualized in printing for commerce.



Page 45 from American Type Founders’ 
Specimen Book and Catalogue 1923 
presented the Goudy series of Old Style 
fonts, including fonts designed by others.



Bruce Rogers, page from The Centaur, by 
Maurice de Guerin, 1915. The headpiece, 
initial, and page layout echo the wonderful 
graphic designs of the French Renaissance.



Photolettering film



Photolettering today.



Herb Lubalin



Herb Lubalin, typogram from a Stettler 
typeface announcement poster, 1965. 
Marriage, “the most licentious of human 
institutions,” becomes an illustration through 
the joined Rs.



Herb Lubalin, proposed New York City 
logo, 1966. Isometric perspective creates a 
dynamic tension between two- and three-
dimensionality while implying the city’s high-
rise architecture.



Ice Capades logo, 1967.



Herb Lubalin, cover for U&lc. 59 typographic 
elements, 7 illustrations, and 12 rules—a total 
of 78 separate elements—are integrated into 
an information-fi lled page.



The first mouse, a small wooden box on steel 
wheels, was invented by scientist Douglas 
C. Engelbart in the 1960s at the federal 
government’s Augmentation Research 
Center



Underside of the first mouse.



The Macintosh, 1984.



Zuzana Licko & Rudy Vanderlans



April Greiman, poster for the Los Angeles 
Institute of Contemporary Art, 1986. 
Computer output, printed as layers of 
lavender, blue-gray, red-orange, and tan, 
overlap and combine into an even fuller 
palette of color.



Rudy VanderLans, cover for Emigre 11 
magazine, 1989. Three levels of visual 
information are layered in dimensional space.



Glenn A. Suokko (designer) and Emigre 
Graphics, cover for Emigre 10 magazine, 1989. 
Traditional typographic syntax yielded to an 
experiment in unconventional information 
sequencing for a special issue about a graphic 
design exchange between the Cranbrook and 
Dutch designers.




